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Abstract 

According to the rotary tangent method principle and high order aspheric lens machine 
structure, the paper researches the control system based on UMAC and the components are 
introduced that include frame, CPU, Analog Axis Interface, input/output and Human 
Machine Interface. The paper firstly introduces Hidden Markov Models to compensate 
temporal track error, the electronic cams and PVT methods are used too in the velocity 
servo system, and it has simulation compensate algorithm to HMM. 
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1. Processing principle 

The new principle is forwarded, that make high order aspheric lens for improving the versatilities of 

aspheric lens making technologies and reduce cost with rotary tangent method [1].  This principle 

guarantee the grinding wheel move along the tangent direction of high order aspheric lens with the 

linkage of three axes: grinding wheel axis, swing axis and part axis. Using Universal Motion and 

Automation Controller (UMAC) processing optical system of the high order aspheric lens, the 

problems become an important research issue [2], as the linkage of three axes had to use the velocity 

servo and their velocity must be flat raise. 

2. Control system composition 
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Fig.1 The system map of composition base on UMAC 

The control system is composed of UMAC for machining high order aspheric lens. The UMAC is a 

modular PMAC system built with a set of 3U-format. The configuration of any UMAC system starts 

with the selection of the PMAC CPU or MACRO fiber optic interface and continues with the addition 

of the necessary axes boards, I/O boards, communication interfaces, and any other interface boards 

selected from the variety of available accessories. However, because UMAC is based on the Universal 

BUS, if a particular feature for the UMAC system is wanted but not yet supported, it provides all the 
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necessary information for its development [3]. Fig.1 illuminate composition of this control system, its 

materials are listed. 

2.1 Frame  

ACC-R2 is an integrated UMAC Rack composed of a 15-slot pack frame, a 12 slot backplane and 

power supply. The power supply characteristics are:  AC-Input power supply, input of 85-240VAC, 

output of 14A at +5V, 1.5A each at ±15V.   

2.2 UMAC CPU  

The UMAC 16-Axis MACRO CPU configurations communicate with PMAC2 Ultralites or Turbo 

PMAC2 Ultralites solely through the MACRO ring, interfacing to standard drives, encoders, flags, 

and I/O through on-board connectors.  In almost every case, a Turbo Ultralite or UMAC CPU with 

ACC5E will be used as the MACRO Master.  This 16-Axis MACRO CPU integrated packaging and 

connectivity strategy provides revolutionary flexibility and ease of use. A 16-Axis MACRO CPU 

consists of a set of 3U format Euro-cards that can be assembled in a variety of configurations.  When 

used in the rack configuration, connected through a backplane bus, the backplane is UBUS format, 

designed by Delta Tau Data Systems Inc. for motion control and I/O interfaces. When using the fiber 

optic MACRO interface, the 3U MACRO Station can be up to three kilometers away from the 

PMAC2 Master controller or any other station on the ring.  When using the RJ-45 copper electrical 

interface, it can be up to 30 meters away. The 16-Axis MACRO CPU Station allows PMAC2 

MACRO controllers to control servo axes and I/O just as if they were connected directly to the 

PMAC2, even though they may be a great distance away. The only interface needed from the PMAC2 

is the electrically isolated MACRO ring. Typically, a PMAC2 Turbo Ultralite board, one without any 

of its own servo interface circuitry, is used with the MACRO Station to provide the most 

cost-effective solution.  

16-Axis MACRO CPU 3U Board:  

100MHz DSP56309 CPU  

512k x 8 flash memory for user backup and firmware.  

Latest released firmware version.  

RS-232 serial interface for setup and debugging.  

UBUS connector for backplane connection to servo and I/O accessory boards.  

JHW H/W Pulse/Dir port with 20-pin IDC header.  

JDISP Standard PMAC Display 14-pin header.  

The 16-Axis MACRO CPU can only be configured as a UMAC MACRO configuration.   

2.3 Analog Axis Interface 

The ACC-24E2 is part of the UMAC or MACRO Pack family of expansion cards and these accessory 

cards are designed to plug into an industrial 3U rack system.  The information from these accessories 

is passed directly to either the UMAC or MACRO Station CPU via the high speed JEXP expansion 

bus or UBUS. The ACC-24E2A axis interface and breakout board provides the interface circuitry and 

breakout connectors for either two or four channels of analog servo interface. The ACC-24E2A 

supports a wide variety of servo and stepper interfaces:  

Analog +/-10V velocity commands 

Analog +/-10V torque commands 

Sinusoidal analog +/-10V phase current commands 

Pulse-and-direction commands 

The ACC-24E2A provides sockets for termination resistors on differential input pairs coming into the 

board.  As shipped, there are no resistor packs in these sockets.  If these signals are brought long 
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distances into the ACC-24E2A board and ringing at signal transitions is a problem, SIP resistor packs 

may be mounted in these sockets to reduce or eliminate the ringing. 

2.4 Input/Output 

The PMAC Accessory 11E is a general-purpose input/output board to the UMAC-Turbo or 

UMAC-MACRO systems.  It may be configured for a wide variety of different uses to serve many 

diverse applications.  ACC-11E provides 24 lines of optically isolated inputs and 24 lines of optically 

isolated outputs.  The actual I/O reads and writes are carried out using M-variables, which will be 

described later.  ACC-11E is one of the series of 3U rack I/O accessories designed to transfer data 

through the UMAC BUS (UBUS). The inputs to the ACC-11E board have an activation range from 

12V to 24V, and can either be sinking or sourcing depending on the reference to the opto circuitry. 

The output drivers are organized in a set of three 8-bit groups.  Each group may be ordered either with 

current sourcing drivers or with current sinking drivers. The default configuration of this accessory 

board uses UDN2981 current sourcing drivers for the three 8-bit output groups.  With this 

configuration, the current drawn from each output line should be limited to 100mA at voltage levels 

between 12 and 24V. Custom configurations are available for current sinking applications.  In current 

sinking configurations, one ULN2803 driver is used per each 8-bit output group.  Each open collector 

output line can sink up to 100mA when pulled up to a voltage level between 12 and 24V. 

2.5 Human Machine Interface (HMI)  

The PowerStation is a compact PC that is designed to be used as an industrial operator interface. It is 

allowed to run HMI software.  

3. Control function of 3-axes velocity servo 

Fig.2 shows the control function of linkage of three axes velocity servo. In three axes one is defined 

master and others are slave, two slave axes track master axis with the electronic cams. For every axis, 

its velocity is set using Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) mode, and the velocity error is compensate by 

hidden Markov model (HMM).  

Slave Axis
<PVT> <HMM>

Slave Axis
<PVT> <HMM>

Master Axis <PVT> <HMM>

 Electronic Cams

 
Fig.2 Velocity servo with 3-axes 

3.1 Electronic Cams 

The time reference of each coordinate system could be changed from the default internal reference, 

controlled by the “%” command and variables Mx97, to an external source, usually a frequency 

reference from a master encoder. A simple change of the variable Ix93 allows switching between the 

internal time base and an external source. In this fashion, motion programs can be developed and 

tested running in real-time and synchronized later to a master frequency when proven to be functional 

and completed. The only setup part of this feature is an entry in the conversion table that will also 

indicate a scale factor for the maximum frequency that the master can possibly input to UMAC. This 

maximum frequency will represent 100% or real-time [4]. 
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3.2 Position-Velocity-Time 

UMAC offers Position-Velocity-Time mode moves. In these moves, the user specifies the axis states 

directly at the transitions between moves. This requires more calculation by the host, but allows 

tighter control of the profile shape.  For each piece of a move, the user specifies the end position or 

distance, the end velocity, and the piece time. UMAC is put in this mode with the program statement 

PVT{data}, where {data} is a constant, variable, or expression, representing the piece time in 

milliseconds.  This value should be an integer; if it is not, UMAC will round it to the nearest integer. 

The piece time may be changed between pieces, either with another PVT{data} statement, or with a 

TA{data} statement. The program is taken out of this mode with another move mode statement. A 

PVT mode move is specified for each axis to be moved with a statement of the form 

{axis}{data}:{data}, where {axis} is a letter specifying the axis, the first {data} is a value specifying 

the end position or the piece distance, depending on whether the axis is in absolute or incremental 

mode, respectively, and the second {data} is a value representing the ending velocity. The units for 

position or distance are the user length or angle units for the axis, as set in the Axis Definition 

statement. The units for velocity are defined as length units divided by time units, where the length 

units are the same as those for position or distance, and the time units are defined by variable Ix90 for 

the coordinate system. The velocity specified for an axis is a signed quantity [4].  

3.3 Hidden Markov Models  

Often the pattern appears over a space of time in many areas. To assume the state of the model 

depends only upon the previous states of the model. This is called the Markov assumption and 

simplifies problems greatly. Obviously, this may be a gross simplification and much important 

information may be lost because of it. In such cases the observed sequence of states is related to the 

hidden process. This is a hidden Markov model where there is an underlying hidden Markov process 

changing over time, and a set of observable states which are related somehow to the hidden states. The 

connections between the hidden states and the observable states represent the probability of 

generating a particular observed state given that the Markov process is in a particular hidden state. 

HMM is described by a vector and two matrices are of great value in describing real systems since, 

although usually only an approximation, they are amenable to analysis. Commonly solved problems 

are: 

1). Matching the most likely system to a sequence of observations - evaluation, solved using the 

forward algorithm; 

2)Determining the hidden sequence most likely to have generated a sequence of observations - 

decoding, solved using the Viterbi algorithm; 

3)Determining the model parameters most likely to have generated a sequence of observations - 

learning, solved using the forward-backward algorithm [5] . 

Figure 3 is the simulation result with the random position error and velocity error using HMM, ‘1’ 

express as ‘equality’, ‘2’ express as ‘big’, ‘3’ express as ‘less’. 
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Fig.3 Simulation Compensate Algorithm 

 

4. Select linear servo motor and servo amplifier 

4.1 Linear Servo Motor 

The linear motor is selected by the forces and speed characteristics. These forces include both static 

components resulting from payload weight, and dynamic components due to 

acceleration/deceleration of the load. In multi-axes applications, the primary positioner at the bottom 

of the stack usually establishes the load limits for the combined axes. When determining load/life, it is 

critical to include the weight of all positioning elements that contribute to the load supported by the 

primary axis. 

The 404LXR is a slotless, brushless linear servo motor/square rail bearing positioner housed within a 

high strength, extruded aluminum body with magnetically retained protective seals. The positioner is 

powered by a single rail of high energy rare earth magnets. Load bearing members provide heavy load 

and moment capacity, dynamic stiffness and precise straightness and flatness of travel. The 

positioner’s integral linear encoder provides high precision, non-contact positional feedback with 

selectable resolutions from 0.1 to 5.0 microns. The positioner is also offered with inductive proximity 

limit & home sensors, a “Quick Connect”, extended life, and a cable transport System. The LXR is 

supplied with over-travel limit sensors. Set the position of the sensors before applying power. The 

limit sensors are set at the factory for maximum travel. These factory settings only allow for 3mm 

before the carriage contacts the deceleration bumper. In slow speed applications this may be adequate, 

however as the top speed of the application increases the required deceleration distance increases. To 

determine the safe Deceleration Distance the Maximum Speed and the Maximum Obtainable 

Deceleration Rate must be known or calculated. The maximum speed should be known from your 

application requirements. Velocity limits should be set in your program or in your amplifier to cause a 

fault if the speed exceeds this value. The maximum deceleration is a factor of load and available peak 

force of the table. Using F = ma, calculate maximum acceleration and then required deceleration 

distance. See the following example for calculating maximum deceleration for an application with a 

payload = 5kg on a 404LXR-D13, with a maximum speed of 1.5 m/s [6].   

4.2 Servo Amplifier 

Each series is capable of driving a wide range of brushless motors. Brushless motors are commutated 

to minimize torque ripple. Using a digital servo loop with feedforward, the Soloist tightly tracks 

velocity and position trajectories with virtually zero error. On-board autotuning and built-in 

calculators make servo tuning simple. With variables and math capability, one program can be used to 
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produce a variety of parts by simply prompting the user for new application data. The Soloist has other 

built-in features such as axis calibration and backlash compensation, so it can maximize the 

machine’s accuracy and precision. The “user units” feature makes it easy to customize the Soloist to 

your specific machine, allowing custom units for both linear and rotary applications. The controller is 

equipped with dual encoder inputs, so it can tackle master-slave applications or achieve higher 

accuracies with dual-loop control. Precise registration-based moves are also possible because of the 

fast 0.1 microsecond acknowledge time of the Soloist. The Soloist easily handles complex functions 

such as output-on-the-fly and velocity profiling [7]. 
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